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Software Engineer

Email jackgreenhill@me.com

Profile

As a developer with broad experience across many industries, I’ve been responsible for engineering robust
software for over five years. My dependable problem-solving skills and in-depth knowledge across a vast set
of technologies has resulted in innovative solutions being used to solve complex and time-critical problems. I
have a passion for working collaboratively and for sharing my skill set with others.

Work Experience

Software Engineer
Global Office, Christchurch

2020 – Present

• Worked in a medium-sized Agile team developing custom bespoke software for clients: from scoping,
developing, testing, and deploying projects across the entirety of the software development lifecycle
• Led the redevelopment of an investment fund’s internal and external web apps using Angular
and .NET 6, providing a way for clients to effectively and securely manage their investment; and allowing
administrators to gain valuable financial fund insights
• Managed the migration of an investment fund’s client base from a legacy system to Azure Active
Directory B2C by developing custom identity policies and user migration tools
• Reworked the core components of an insurance company’s internal business and payments systems,
giving way to more streamlined operations and providing in-depth financial reporting for underwriters
• Leveraged my in-depth knowledge of Angular and .NET to become the point of contact for resolving
complex application runtime and deployment issues
• Mentored junior developers on problem-solving and software engineering best practices, and helped
oversee pull requests to ensure that code quality is maintained

Full-stack Developer
Hexcom Software, Christchurch

2019 – 2020

• Architected front- and back-ends of a three-tier web app as part of a small team, using Angular
and .NET Core, and deployed with AWS services including ECS and RDS
• Drove the implementation of a CI/CD system using Azure DevOps, accelerating project deployment
• Designed new and user-friendly interfaces using Angular Material, driving higher user retention and
overall product satisfaction over existing designs

Freelance Software Developer

2012 – 2018

• Across six years built a series of iOS and web apps for public transit planning for the Nelson City Council,
working closely with the digital content team to ensure all key and budget requirements were met
• Developed custom software packages for various clients, translating business needs into effective and
user-friendly apps and websites

Full-stack Developer
Dovetail X, Christchurch

2016 – 2017

• Responsible for the creation of both front- and back-ends for a SaaS platform using AngularJS and PHP

Development Technologies

Education

• C# .NET
" ASP.NET
" EF Core

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

• SQL Server

• Angular
" Material
" RxJS
• Docker

• Microsoft Azure
" DevOps
" Functions
" AD B2C

University of Canterbury

